For Immediate Publication
THE R&A, USGA ISSUE STATEMENT ADDRESSING TIGER WOODS RULING AT THE 2013
MASTERS TOURNAMENT
St Andrews, Scotland and Far Hills, N.J., USA (May 1, 2013) – The R&A and the United States Golf
Association (USGA), golf’s governing bodies, today released the following statement to provide
guidance to players and Rules officials on the Rules decision involving Tiger Woods at the 2013
Masters Tournament.
During the second round, Tiger Woods played his third stroke from the fairway of the 15th hole to the
putting green, where his ball struck the flagstick and deflected into the water hazard in front of the
green. He elected to take stroke-and-distance relief under Rule 26-1a, incurring a one-stroke penalty
(his fourth stroke on the hole). He then dropped and played a ball to the putting green (his fifth stroke),
and holed his putt. After finishing his round, he signed and returned his score card, recording a score
of 6 for the 15th hole.
Before Woods returned his score card, the Masters Tournament Committee had received an inquiry
from a television viewer questioning whether Woods had dropped his ball in a wrong place. After
reviewing the available video, but without talking with Woods, the Committee ruled that he had
complied with Rule 26-1a and that no penalty had been incurred. The following morning, after
additional questions had been raised about the incident in a Woods television interview, the
Committee talked with Woods, reviewed the video with him and reversed its decision, ruling that he
had incurred a two-stroke penalty for dropping in and playing from a wrong place in breach of Rules
26-1a and 20-7c.
This also meant that, in returning his score card the previous day, Woods had breached Rule 6-6d by
returning a score (6) for the 15th hole that was lower than his actual score (8). The penalty for such a
breach of Rule 6-6d is disqualification. Under Rule 33-7 (“Disqualification Penalty; Committee
Discretion”), a Committee has discretion to waive that penalty in “exceptional individual cases.” As
discussed below, the Committee elected to invoke that discretion and waived Woods’ penalty of
disqualification.
Explanation of the Rulings
This situation raised two questions of interpretation under the Rules of Golf.
1. The Ruling that Woods Dropped in and Played from a Wrong Place
The first question was whether, after taking relief, Woods played his next stroke in accordance
with the Rules. The Masters Tournament Committee ultimately answered no and imposed a
two-stroke penalty because Woods did not drop and play a ball “as nearly as possible at the
spot from which the original ball was last played,” as required under Rule 26-1a. The Rules do
not define “as nearly as possible” in terms of a specific measured distance, because the
conditions unique to each situation can affect how near to the original spot it is possible to drop
a ball and because dropping a ball is an imprecise act. But in this type of situation, in which that
original spot was clearly identifiable as being just behind the back edge of the divot hole
created by Woods’ previous stroke and in which there were no other unusual circumstances,
“as nearly as possible” means that the player must attempt to drop the ball on or next to (but not
nearer the hole than) that spot. Woods did not do so. In his post-round media comments, he
stated that he dropped the ball about two yards behind that divot hole. Although the precise
distance away was not determined, he clearly dropped the ball a significant distance away from
that spot and did not satisfy the “as nearly as possible” requirement in these circumstances. As
a result, he was penalised two strokes for dropping in and playing from a wrong place.
2. The Decision to Waive the Penalty of Disqualification
The second question was whether the Committee was permitted to waive the penalty of
disqualification that otherwise applied to Woods under Rule 6-6d, which provides that a

competitor “is responsible for the correctness of the score recorded for each hole on his score
card. If he returns a score for any hole lower than actually taken, he is disqualified.” For nearly
60 years, the Rules have provided Committees with limited discretion to waive a disqualification
penalty. Under Rule 33-7, “[a] penalty of disqualification may in exceptional individual cases be
waived, modified or imposed if the Committee considers such action warranted.”
Such discretion is not intended to protect a competitor from the consequences of his erroneous
application of the Rules. The fact that Woods, when he returned his score card, was not aware
that he had incurred a two-stroke penalty on the 15th hole was not a basis to waive
disqualification under Rule 33-7. Moreover, contrary to what some have suggested, the
decision of the Committee to waive the disqualification penalty for Woods was not and could not
have been based on Decision 33-7/4.5, a 2011 Decision that permits waiver of disqualification
where “the competitor could not reasonably have known or discovered the facts resulting in his
breach of the Rules.” That extremely narrow exception, which relates generally to use of highdefinition or slow-motion video to identify facts not reasonably visible to the naked eye, was not
applicable here and had no bearing on the Committee’s decision. Woods was aware of the only
relevant fact: the location of the spot from which he last played his ball. His two-stroke penalty
resulted from an erroneous application of the Rules, which he was responsible for knowing and
applying correctly. Viewing the incident solely from the standpoint of Woods’ actions, there was
no basis to waive the penalty of disqualification under Rule 6-6d.
However, the Masters Tournament Committee did not base its exercise of discretion under Rule
33-7 on any circumstances specific to Woods’ knowledge, but rather on the consequences of
the Committee’s own actions. Before Woods had returned his score card for the second round,
the Committee had received an inquiry from a television viewer questioning whether Woods, in
taking relief under Rule 26-1a at the 15th hole, had dropped his ball sufficiently close to the
spot from which he had played his original ball. The Committee promptly reviewed an available
video and determined that Woods had dropped and played correctly under Rule 26-1a and
therefore had not incurred a penalty. The Committee did not talk with Woods before making this
ruling or inform him of the ruling. Woods therefore signed and returned his score card without
knowledge of the Committee’s ruling or the questions about his drop on the 15th hole. The
following morning, after additional questions had been raised about the incident in a television
interview, the Committee discussed the incident with Woods, reviewed the video with him and
reversed its decision, ruling that Woods had dropped in and played from a wrong place.
In deciding to waive the disqualification penalty, the Committee recognised that had it talked to
Woods – before he returned his score card – about his drop on the 15th hole and about the
Committee’s ruling, the Committee likely would have corrected that ruling and concluded that
Woods had dropped in and played from a wrong place. In that case, he would have returned a
correct score of 8 for the 15th hole and the issue of disqualification would not have arisen.
The Decisions on the Rules of Golf authorise a Committee to correct an incorrect decision
before the competition has closed, and they establish that where a Committee incorrectly
advises a competitor, before he returns his score card, that he has incurred no penalty, and
then subsequently corrects its mistake, it is appropriate for the Committee to waive the
disqualification penalty. See Decision 34-3/1. The Woods situation differed from the situation in
Decision 34-3/1, and in other Decisions that protect a competitor from disqualification where the
competitor has relied on erroneous information from a referee or the Committee, in that Woods
was not informed of the Committee’s initial ruling and therefore did not rely on the Committee’s
advice in returning his score card. This situation therefore raised a question not expressly
addressed in the existing Decisions under Rules 33-7 and 34-3 and that reflected two
competing considerations. On the one hand, the Decisions provide that the player’s
responsibility for his own score is not excused by his ignorance or misapplication of the Rules.
On the other hand, the Decisions provide that a Committee may correct an erroneous decision
and may take its error into account in determining whether it is appropriate to waive the penalty
of disqualification. In effect, based on all of the facts discussed above, in this case both the
competitor and the Committee reached an incorrect decision before the score card was
returned.
The Masters Tournament Committee concluded that its actions taken prior to Woods’ returning
his score card created an exceptional individual case that unfairly led to the potential for

disqualification. In hindsight, the Committee determined that its initial ruling was incorrect, as
well as that it had erred in resolving this question without first seeking information from Woods
and in failing to inform Woods of the ruling. Given the unusual combination of facts – as well as
the fact that nothing in the existing Rules or Decisions specifically addressed such
circumstances of simultaneous competitor error and Committee error – the Committee
reasonably exercised its discretion under Rule 33-7 to waive the penalty of disqualification
under Rule 6-6d, while still penalising Woods two strokes under Rules 26-1a and 20-7c for
playing from a wrong place.
Scope of Committee Discretion to Waive a Penalty of Disqualification for Failure to Return Correct
Score
Since this ruling at the 2013 Masters Tournament, The R&A and the USGA have received various
enquiries about the scope of a Committee’s discretion to waive a penalty of disqualification where the
player has failed to return a correct score card. The Woods ruling was based on exceptional facts, as
required by Rule 33-7, and should not be viewed as a general precedent for relaxing or ignoring a
competitor’s essential obligation under the Rules to return a correct score card. Further, although a
Committee should do its best to alert competitors to potential Rules issues that may come to its
attention, it has no general obligation to do so; and the fact that a Committee may be aware of such a
potential issue before the competitor returns his score card should not, in and of itself, be a basis for
waiving a penalty of disqualification under Rule 6-6d. Only a rare set of facts, akin to the exceptional
facts at the 2013 Masters Tournament as summarised in the previous paragraphs, would justify a
Committee’s use of its discretion to waive a penalty of disqualification for returning an incorrect score
card.

